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Presentation
An unknown disease, even neglected at its
inception, has led the entire world into an epidemic of
horrors. The rapid proliferation of the new coronavirus Sars-CoV-2, which causes COVID19, has shaken
the structures of all nations. This unprecedented
health crisis has forced the planet to think and
rethink the way it lives to survive. A devastating and
catastrophic disease took over our lives and we had to
adapt to its imposition. A microscopic organism has
taken the human being hostage. The economy, education, and the public health system have collapsed
worldwide.
However, there is always a path that can bring
hope for healing the ills that this disease has left
behind. This path is science. With science, in record
time, as early as the year 2020, the vaccines that
promised to alleviate the suffering of the population
were produced.
The science of communication has never been
so important and so requested to bring information
with truth value, thus making the population more
attentive to health safety measures. However, as
there are those who act in bad faith, we have never
seen so many fake news about the disease, which was
of interest to certain political and business classes.
The academia has tried to do its part. Schools
and universities were obliged to reinvent themselves
and use contemporary technologies to make sure
that their researchers, teachers, professors and
students would not stop their search for knowledge,
the raw material of life. The UNESCO Chair / Methodist University of communication for regional development, thinks to have done its role as an agent of
agglutinator and propagator of knowledge. Its activities have not been restricted to strictly theoretical
and academic actions. It sought partnerships with
other educational and social institutions to produce
material of public interest and social impact. Therefore, notwithstanding the hard year of 2020, this
Chair has developed national and international activities for the discussion of the fundamental role that
communication plays in education. With a thematic
composition, all this work can be seen in this 2020
report.
May the human being be able to understand,
more and more, that there will be no other paths than
science and the solidarity of the peoples for a more
dignified, more just, more equal world.
Prof. Dr. Antonio Roberto Chiachiri Filho
and his team.
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Activities of Chair UNESCO/
UMESPof Communication for
the Regional Development in 2020.
Publication of the 2018/2019 biannual Scientific
magazine report - Chair for UNESCO / UMESP
of Communication for Regional Development.
https://www.metodista.br/revistas/revistas-ims/index.php/AUM/index

Events with coverage and participation
held by Chair UNESCO/UMESP:
Year 21, N. 329 – São Paulo, Brazil – July 03, 2020

NEWS
MEC authorizes online classes for higher education
institutes until December 2020.
The Education Ministry (MEC) extended the authorization that enable online classes for higher education
institutes until December 31st, through a decree
published in “Diário Oficial da União” (DOU), on the
17th of this month. The ministry’s document also flexbilizes the laboratory practices and stages, authorized to be taken remotely, with the exception of
health courses.
Access: https://bit.ly/2C0lGsH
Professor Roberto Chiachiri and Professor Aline
Martins participate in a live broadcast about the
classes return after the pandemic
The new coronavirus pandemic has changed the reality of schools all over Brazil. In-person classes have
moved to the digital environment, professors have
redesigned classes, and states and cities have had to
restructure the school year. It is in this scenario that
the professor Roberto Chiachiri participated, along
with the professor Aline Martins, lecturer at Universidade Mackenzie and UNIMES, in the debate about
the challenges for the return of classes in the
post-pandemic, in live broadcast organized by
“Escola do Parlamento Dr. Osmar de Souza” held on
June 19 and mediated by Luciana Rodrigues.
Access: https://bit.ly/31HrVMx
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Graduate professors reveal difficulties in the midst
of the pandemic
The Covid-19 pandemic changed the routine of all
educators in Brazil and around the world. Since it was
established in the state of São Paulo, the obligatory
social distancing due to the pandemic caused in-person classes to migrate to a virtual plataform and several universities to adapt their teaching methods,
which generated certain difficulties in educator’s
adaptation.
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/unesco/jbcc/professores-da-pos-graduacao-falam-como-estao-se-adaptando-em-meioa-pandemia/view
BJR is the eighth most mentioned magazine in the
Communication field in the Latin America
The Brazilian Journalism Research, journal of the Brazilian Association of Journalism Researchers (SBPJor)”, improved its position in the Scimago Institutions Rankings, one of the most important global
scientific evaluation systems. Rated on “quatrilho
Q3”, with an impact fator of 0.192, it is one of the ten
most mentioned journals of the Communication field
worldwide. The calculation was made by dividing the
amount of mentions received by the magazine in the
last three years, when it became part of the Scopus
base.
Access: https://bit.ly/31GNqx6
Communication Magazines receive articles in continuous flow
One of the most important tasks in a researcher’s life,
master or doctoral student, is to publish. Therefore,
the JBCC lists, although partially, some scientific
journals for articles, interviews, reviews and research
results dissemination. The magazines are arranged
according to the evaluation of QUALIS/CAPES, ranging from A2 to B5.
Access: https://bit.ly/3gpRt4W
Events and Congresses in the Communication field
with open registrations
The year 2020 started in an atypical way: a pandemic
that lasts until today and has never been seen before
by any of the last three generations. In-person classes have become ODL (open and distance learning),
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several services have been adapted to a context of
social distancing, and countless communicational
congresses and events have been cancelled. However, some events will take place in virtual plataforms
and receive registrations. Check here for some of
these events and congresses of the field:
Access: https://bit.ly/3iuDuN6

Videos
Pedagogical adaptations series with Covid-19 featuring Post-graduate program in communication
interviews:
Roberto Chiachiri - https://bit.ly/3gpPLk2
Vander Casaqui - https://bit.ly/2ZBmvQM
Luiz Alberto de Farias - https://bit.ly/3it0hsN
Mateus Yuri Passos - https://bit.ly/38ufRzF
Cilene Victor - https://bit.ly/3isnNGa
Dimas Künsch - https://bit.ly/2C3uZYG
Camila Escudeiro - https://bit.ly/2VIQo0o
COMMUNICATION AGENDA
5th Uninter Communication Research Seminar
July 16 and 17
Access:https://seminariouninter.wixsite.com/comunicacao
Metodista’s Congress
October 20 and 21
Access:http://portal.metodista.br/congresso-metodista/2020/apresentacao
CHAIR ON THE INTERNET
Website: portal.metodista.br/unesco
Facebook: @catedraunescoumespdecomunicacao
Youtube: Cátedra UNESCO/UMESP de Comunicação
Twitter: @CatedraUmesp.
CREDITS
Antonio Roberto Chiachiri Filho
Holder of the Chair UNESCO/UMESP of Communication for the Regional Development
Marta da Silva Anselmo
Secretary
Daniel Gimenes
Layout
Amanda Zanco
Andressa Monteiro
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Deivison Brito
Igor Neves
Kamilia Lovizon
Marcelo Damasceno
Renan Marchesini
Renata Juliotti
Victor Fermino
Collaborators
Daniel Gimenes
João Gabriel Fiasche
Nicolas Parfenova
JBCC NEWS Year 21, N. 330 – São Paulo, Brazil – July
22, 2020
State of São Paulo authorizes in-person classes to
return in higher education in yellow phase cities
The São Paulo’s Government announced on Monday
(13) that universities, technical schools in the health
area, language courses and free courses, such as
dance, computing and music, are able to resume
in-person practical classes in cities that remain for 14
consecutive days in the yellow phase of the São Paulo
Plan, as is the case of the state capital.
Access: https://bit.ly/30MsG5d
“Manchetômetro” analyzes the approach of politics
in the mainstream media and social networks
The “Manchetômetro” is a website produced by the
Laboratory of Media Studies and Plubic Sphere
(LEMEP), linked to the University of Rio de Janeiro
State (UERJ), and has as it objective the monitoring of
mainstream media coverage about economics and
politics issues.
Access: https://bit.ly/39o0HN2
Researcher warns to the importance of centralizing
research about the Covid-19
In an interview to the UNESCO’s journalist Agnès
Baron, the researcher Nathalie Strub-Wourgarf
talked about the need to centralize research and
information about Covid-19 in order to fight the
disease in a most efficient way. Nathalie, who is the
director of the Tropical Neglected Diseases of the
Medicine for Neglected Diseases initiative, also points
out the need to conduct studies about the Covid-19 in
underdeveloped countries.
Access: https://bit.ly/3ePSAK0
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Registration for the 43rd Brazilian Congress of
Communication Sciences is now open
The registration for the 43rd Brazilian Congress of
Communication Sciences, organized by Intercom and
Bahia Federal University (UFBA), which will take place
between 1st and 10th of December in a virtual way, is
open since last Friday, 10. The registration can be
done until November 6.
Access: https://bit.ly/2OISxoG
Professor Arlindo Machado dies, at 71
The Brazilian art tutor, researcher and professor
Arlindo Machado, an international reference to the
communication sciences, died on July 19 of 2020, at
71.
Access: https://bit.ly/3eT9XK2
Women opine about the transformations that the
pandemic will cause on the global society
It is undeniable that the Covid-19 pandemic will bring
several transformations to the world. With a million
people around the globe fulfilling social distancing, it
is already possible to notice some changes in the way
we live.
Access: https://bit.ly/2ZLonYi
Journalist José Paulo de Andrade, radio icon, dies at
78
The journalist and broadcaster José Paulo de
Andrade, 78, died last friday (17) morning, at Albert
Einstein Hospital, in São Paulo, where he had been
hospitalized since the 7th, after being diagnosed with
Covid-19.
Access: https://bit.ly/2ZP1ByJ
COMMUNICATION AGENDA
Webinar about Meditative Semiotics
July 25 and 26 at 17th on Tidd’s YouTube
Access: https://bit.ly/3juXHCU
METODISTA’S CONGRESS
October 20 and 21
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/congresso-metodista/2020/apresentacao
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Year 21, N. 331 – São Paulo, Brazil – August 29, 2020

NEWS
UNESCO launches the Global Skills Academy
The pandemic’s impact on education and employment
has been dramatic, especially for young people who
were in student and apprentice positions. With this in
mind, UNESCO launches the Global Skills Academy
with the purpose of helping one million young people
find work during the pending recession, when
employment perspectives of the youngers seen
gloomy.
Access: https://bit.ly/2YFqyvJ
International event honors the thought of Marshall
McLuhan
On July 20, the Global Village Day took place, a
12-hour online marathon to celebrate the thought of
the canadian theorist Marshall McLuhan, one of the
most important and original global thinkers in communication, information and media studies on 20th
century.
Access: https://bit.ly/3lsuNV6
ACADEMIC AGENDA
14 Abrapcorp’s Congress: “Communication, Innovation and Organizations”, from September 28 to October 02. Online. From June 24 to August 02nd, period
for submission of papers; June 24 to August 02, registration period for the Abrapcorp Theses Award and
Abrapcorp Young Researcher Award, august 02 to
august 31: job evaluation.
Access: https://bit.ly/2QCqTuO
Director of Climate and Society Institute warns
about the economic importance of environment
preservation
Last August 13, the “Diálogos Envolverde” interviewed
Ana Toni, executive-director of the Climate and Socitey Institute, a philanthropic organization that mobilizes resources and transformation about the climate
change issues.
Access: https://bit.ly/3b7ycDX
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President of Trata Brasil Institute debates about
new legal frame for sanitation at “Diálogos
Envolverde”
In Brazil, about 35 million people do not have enough
drinkable water. We are one of the ten largest economies in the world, but one of the few that couldn’t
treat and provide water and another services of quality water and basic sanitation for the entire population.
Access: https://bit.ly/3lugort
COMMUNICATION AGENDA
Metodista’s Congress
October 20 and 21
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/congresso-metodista/2020/apresentacao
Year 21, N. 332 – São Paulo, Brazil – September
29, 2020
José Marques de Melo (In memoriam)

NEWS
Young man from Heliópolis participates in event
with UN representatives and says that communities
need more visibility
This Monday (21), an event with UN (United Nations)
representatives and with students worldwide was
held to discuss the future of the institution. The
virtual meeting was promoted by the Belgium foundation “Foundation for Global Governance and Sustainability" (FOGGS) and was attended by a Brazilian
young man from the Heliópolis community.
Access: https://bit.ly/2G3msae
PPGCOM of Cásper Libero University provides free
workshop about semi-structured approaches, concepts and practices of qualitative research in Communication.
The Emancipa-Jor research group of the PPGCOM
from Casper Líbero University in a partnership with
the ABPCom – Brazilian Association of Researchers
and Communicators in Popular, Community and Citizen Communication – promote the workshop
“Semis-structured Approaches: concepts and
research practices” to be taught by professor Dr.
Márcia Tondato from PPGCOM ESPM on September
28 and October 5, Mondays, from 2pm to 5pm.
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Access: https://bit.ly/3i1PUuz
CNRS launches the 86th edition of the French magazine Hermès la Revue
The 86th impression of the Hermès Magazine, directed by Dominique Wolton, organized by Damien
Ehrhardt, Tom Dwyer and Eric Dacheux, and edited by
the CNRS - http://www.cnrs.fr (Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique), one of the world’s most
important research institutes, was lauchend on
August.
Access: https://bit.ly/32YkAsh
UNESCO promotes Webinar about Children and
Teenagers Online Safety: dangers and opportunities
Children and teenagers represent a third of all of the
internet’s users. At the same time, young people benefit deeply from the connectivity for their education
and entertainment, and unfortunately, they are
exposed to major online risks and threats, such as:
harassment, cyberbullying, misinformation and exposure to inappropriate content such as pornography
and violence, data theft and collection, and victimization.
Access: https://bit.ly/3472BiN
UNESCO warns of worldwide increase in attacks
against journalist covering protests
A UNESCO’s report in Paris, from September 14,
highlighted a sharp increase in the number of protests around the world in which, during the first half
of 2020, police and the public security forces violated
press freedom. Between January and June, 21 protests worldwide were marked by violations of press
freedom, and in some of them, journalists were
assaulted, arrested and even killed.
Access: https://bit.ly/343CDwA
UNESCO representative in Brazil releases update on
actions against the Covid-19
UNESCO released the updated report on the actions
against the Covid-19 that the organization’s representative office has been developing in Brazil. The
projects aim at meeting the country’s specific needs
in the five areas of UNESCO’s mandate, involving governments, civil society and academy.
Access: https://bit.ly/3cI9Gdw
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Chair UNESCO / UMESP interviews professionals on
the National Day of Radio
The National Day of Radio is celebrated in Brazil on
the 25th of September. We at Chair UNESCO /
UMESP chatted with journalists that had the opportunity to work with radio in their careers. Agostinho
Teixeira, Radio Bandeirantes journalist, Eduardo
Borga, Eloiza Frederico and Filomena Salemme, journalists and university professors, were the interviewees.
Access: https://bit.ly/33fhujC
“Diálogos Envolverde” receives Juca Kfouri
This Friday (October 02) the “Diálogos Envolverde”
welcomes Juca Kfouri, sports journalist from CBN
and Folha de São Paulo, to talk about “Sport: from
alienation to engagement”. Envolverde’s Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/Envolverdeoficial
Access: https://bit.ly/33axKm5
Year 21, N. 333 – São Paulo, Brazil – October
31, 2020
José Marques de Melo (In memoriam)

NEWS
Professor Mateus Yuri talks about the Metodista’s
students and faculty papers approved by SBPJOr
The Brazilian Association of Journalism Researchers
(SBPJOr) released on September 21 of this year the
papers approved for the 18th SBPJOr and for the
10th JPJor, which is the Meeting of Young Journalism Researchers. Mateus Yuri, undergraduate and
graduate professor at the Methodist University of
São Paulo, talked about the importance of having a
paper approved by the SBPJOr and which were the
Methodist ones, both students and faculty, that were
approved.
Access: https://bit.ly/347HQVb
“Diálogos Envolverde in black and white” hosted the
sports journalist Juca Kfouri
“The world has changed in a perturbing way and the
sports world has kept up with these transformations.
Members of many sports have gone from just fulfilling their role as athletes to also taking on social and
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political positions”. With this short excerpt, the
“Diálogos Envolverde” introduced the Webinar in
partnership with the CBN’s journalist Juca Kfouri.
Access: https://bit.ly/349axBp
EPECOM will take place virtually on November 30
The Meeting of Researchers in Communication and
Culture (EPECOM) will take place on November 30
this year, virtually. The opening conferences will also
occur between 9am and 12pm, and the working
groups will meet from 1:30pm to 5pm.
Access: https://bit.ly/345rcFU
IMPAM’s director talks about the importance of the
“Coalizão Brasil” for the environmental preservation
On the October 1st, “Diálogos Envolverde” interviewed André Guimarães, executive director of IPAM
– Amazon Environmental Research Institute. In conversation with Dal Marcondes and Reinaldo Canto,
André talked about the “Coalizão Brasil Clima Florestas e Agricultura” (Coalition Brazil Climate Forests
and Agriculture), an union with more than 230 entities
among agribusiness representatives, Academy and
Environmentalism with the objective of protecting
the environment in the country.
Access: https://bit.ly/3dAu7JV
Quino, Mafalda’s creator, dies at 88
The cartoonist Joaquín Salvador Lavado, worldwilde
known as Quino, died this Wednesday (30) in Mendoza, Argentina, at 88. He had suffered a cerebrovascular accident last week.
Access: https://bit.ly/2FEQbXf
Paths of semiotics in Brazil and Latin America: live
broadcast with the theme takes place on October 21,
at 4pm
On October 21, at 4pm, live broadcast about the
“Paths of Semiotics in Brazil and Latin America” will
take place on the TV USP’s YouTube channel. Professor Roberto Chiachiri (Chair UNESCO / UMESP and
Methodist University of São Paulo) talks with Lucia
Santaella (PUC-SP) and José Paz Gago (IASS, FELS
and University of La Coruña)
Access: https://bit.ly/3o9didU
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“Diálogos Envolverde” treats the theme: “The environmental struggle in the brazilian parliament”
“Diálogos Envolverde” realizes weekly live broadcast
this Thursday (October 22), at 11am, to treat the
theme “The environmental struggle in the Brazilian
parliament”. Dal Marcondes and Reinaldo Canto talk
with Rodrigo Agostinho, president of the Environment Commission of the House of Representatives.
Access: https://bit.ly/2HqwO4v
UNESCO in Brazil hosts Drauzio Varella in the webinar “Desinfomedia: Strike the misinformation in
pandemic times”
“The pandemic of Covid-19 brought risks on the world
population that go beyond health, education and
economy”. With this sentence, the UNESCO in Brazil
introduces the webinar about fighting the misinformation in pandemic times, with the presence of the
doctor and writer Dráuzio Varella, which takes place
on October 26, at 3pm, on the UNESCO Portuguese
YouTube channel.
Access: https://bit.ly/35oJLUX
UNESCO organizes the Global Education Meeting
UNESCO organizes a virtual meeting on a high level
this Thursday (October 22), from 1pm to 5pm (in
France time-zone, or from 11am to 3pm, on universal
time), with the objective of revitalize the world education.
Access: https://bit.ly/37yDGIo
COMMUNICATION AGENDA
Metodista’s Congress
October 20 and 21
Access: http://portal.metodista.br/congresso-metodista/2020/apresentacao

Live broadcasts 2020
Pandemic and the person with disability from invisibility: the urgency for Public Protections Policies.
Live: June 12th – Renata Juliotti e Jadson Nunes
Humanitarian Journalism, Forced Migration and the
COVID-19.
Live: June 18th - Maria Beatriz Bonna Nogueira, Flávia
Mantovani, Profa. Dra. Cilene Victor,
Marifer del Carmen Vargas Rangel e Jean Katumba
Mulondayi.
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Training in un (folds) of narratives.
Live: June 19th - Prof. Dr. Vitor Chaves de Souza, Prof.
Dr. Marcelo Furlin e
Profa. Fabiana Cabrera Silva Santos
Social impact innovation: how to nurture the local
knowledge flows between Companies, Univesity and
Public Power.
Live: June 25th - Eduardo Conejo, Prof. Dr. Luiz Eugênio Araújo de Moraies Mello
Profa. Dra. Luciana Hashiba e Fábio Josgrilberg
Communication, activism and social organization in
times of Covid-19.
Live: June 26th - Profa. Dr. Patrícia Salvatori, Prof. Dr.
Luiz Alberto de Farias e Profa. Dra. Camilla Escudero.
Authoritarianism in normative.
Live: June 29th - Ms. Eduardo Reina, Profa. Dr. Marta
Regina Maia e
Prof. Dr. Mario luiz frungillo
Narratives of capitalism in a pandemic context:
entrepreneurial culture, media, inspiration and religion.
Live: June 30th – Profa. Ms angelina, Profa. Ms Emanuelle e Prof. Ms. Marcos Giannotti
“Frameworks Analysisis Introduction”.
Live: August 06th – Prof. Dr. Fábio Josgrilberg
“Visibilities in pandemic times: media narratives in
fiction and documentary”.
Live: August 25th - Laura Loguercio Cánepa, Vander
Casaqui, Rosana de Lima Soares
Ivan Paganotti.
“How to make a scientific article”.
Live: September 02nd - Prof. Dra. Camilla Escudero
“Communication, Income and Democracy”.
Live: October 06th - Senator Eduardo Suplicy and
Prof. Roberto Chiachiri
Semiotics paths in Brazil and Latin America
This event was organized by Chair UNESCO / UMESP
of Communication, by the University of São Paulo
(USP), represented by professor Clotilde Perez, by
the University of Sorocaba – UNISO, represented by
professor Maria Ogécia Drigo, FELS – Latin American
Semiotics Federation, ABES – Brazilian Semiotics
Association, IASS – International Association for
Semiotic Studies, with help of USP’s journal – TV USP.
DeSigns Magazine.
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Live 1- Semiotics paths in Brazil and Latin America
Speakers: Prof. Lucia Santaella (PUC-SP- Brazil) and
Prof. José Maria Paz Gago (Universidad da CoruñaSpain)
Mediation: Prof. Roberto Chiachiri (UMESP - Brazil)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQSzcSdKEk4
Live 2 - Semiotics paths in Brazil and Latin America
Speakers: Profa. Diana Luz Pessoa de Barros (Uni.
Mackenzie- Brasil) and Prof. José Luis Fernandez
(Universidad de Buenos Aires- Argentina)
Mediation: Prof. Clotilde Perez (USP - Brazil)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-7Mwrl0ess&t=7s
Translation: Daniel Valenciano Gimenes
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Cátedra Metodista:
Rua do Sacramento, 230
3º andar - Ed. Capa - 09640-000
Rudge Ramos - SBC - SP
catedra.unesco@metodista.br
https://metodista.br/unesco
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